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The younger you start teaching it, the better. Ideally, and in some cases important, is that once you go home you start your education � Many coaches usually use German, but for our internal needs it is enough to use any short word and clear sound. You read free preview pages from 7 to 12 do not appear in this preview. You read free preview pages from
16 to 19 do not appear in this preview. You read free preview pages from 23 to 25 are not displayed in this preview. You read free preview pages from 29 to 48 do not appear in this preview. You read free preview pages from 56 to 62 do not appear in this preview. Thank you for using our services. We are a non-profit group that manages this document-
sharing service. We need your help to maintain and improve this site. To keep our site running, we need your help to cover our server costs (about $500/m), a small donation will help us a lot. Please help us share our service with your friends. If you have purchased a German Shepherd puppy you want to start teaching him to behave properly as soon as
possible and thus you get used to your new home and environment. Changing puppy experiences is great as it is likely to be the first to be separated from its mother and the rest of the litter. Often German Shepherd puppies adapt easily and quickly to their new family. It is important that training is undertaken throughout the day. You should think of training as
a way to communicate with your puppy through hand signs and words that will help teach your puppy to speak the same language and become the docile dog you can become. Learning a German Shepherd requires patience and perseverance. In addition to the tips we give you below on how to train your German Shepherd you can find many general
teaching tips for your pet on the site Soyunperro.com your dog should look like a leaderThe training should begin and be a natural evolution with the German Shepherd. The most important and first situation to focus on is making your puppy that you or someone in your family is an alpha leader. This is very important because if your German puppy shepherd
can be considered an alpha leader and can do whatever he wants. How to teach a German Shepherd How to become an alpha leader with your German Shepherd to always exercise and exercise confidence, calm and be strong in the face of their demands and demand behavior from the dog at all times. This does not mean that you have to yell at the
puppy, let alone hit him; This is means you're the boss. If you yell at the puppy, you can cause fear and it will interfere with the way you are he will gain confidence, and he sees you as a leader. At first the puppy will have to learn and obey, but you must stand firm and make him patiently understand the rules of the house and teach him properly, which he can
and can not do. Training your German Shepherd puppy to sit Sttle is usually one of the first commando taught puppies by a German Shepherd. The team sit usefully and can even be used to soothe the modified puppy before getting his diet, in addition to other important points during the day. To train your German Shepherd puppy how to sit follow the
following tips: First, grab a handful of dog treats and keep them hidden in one of your hands. Find a quiet place at home or in the garden that doesn't have a lot of distractions so your puppy can focus on you and workout. Stand in front of your puppy so I can see your face and yours well. Place the fun in your hand that you plan to use to make a signal. Let
the puppy smell its possible reward through your hand, but don't let them eat it yet. This will get your attention. Place the fun on your fingertips so your puppy can see it and keep it right over your nose at a high level. As you move your hand forward with candy in hand, say, a verbal command is used to tell you feel (many coaches use the English word to sit).
The idea is that your puppy following the treatment makes a natural step that will lead him to sit down. As soon as your puppy sits down, give him a prize as an award and show him the praise, caressing him and telling him he has done a good job. Keep repeating this procedure until your puppy follows the commands without errors. During the training
process, you have to control the amount of treats your puppy eats. Otherwise, ingesting a large number of treats at once can cause your dog to have digestive problems or cause it to gain weight. As you progress with learning, you can replace treats with verbal and emotional praise accompanied by a gentle pat on the head. Learning your German Shepherd
doesn't jumpThe time is welcomed on your doorstep with the enthusiasm and excitement that a pet can present as a German Shepherd can be a big ego for its owner, but it can also be a challenge if the dog greets you by jumping and jumping. Your cute German shepherd puppy is going to grow into an adult dog very quickly, so jumping can easily knock you
down and get injured when I actually just wanted to greet you. The fact that the dog his owner jumps nothing more than reaching his face to greet him. Have you ever seen two dogs coming together? Regardless of their size, they can look each other in the eye. Your puppy is just trying to get to your level so he can say hello. Train a puppy so you don't jump
when you're greeted with the following technique: Practice coming home and let your puppy say hello. If he jumps on you with his beautiful feet, ignore him. If he keeps jumping, turn your back on him and go to the other room. When you notice that all four legs are on the ground, then say enthusiastically and give it a small reward. By following these simple
steps you will make your puppy learn to welcome you into your family with all four legs on the ground and without jumping. Great idea to make this process easier to keep a small container full of treats near your door. This allows you immediate access to them and the ability to reward your pet for proper behavior. You have to repeat and practice this
technique while your puppy learns to take you and greet you without jumping or jumping. If your puppy can't control his emotions after seeing you walk through the door, it's a good idea to place some of his favorite toys near the front door so he can grab them. Generally, keeping a toy in your mouth and running around is another way to express the reception
from German Shepherd puppies. Teaching your German Shepherd not to bite furniture and furniture in your home is part of the german Shepherd puppy's growth. Most dogs show this behavior, especially during the teething process. Train puppy do not chew furniture and other household items by following these simple steps: First, buy a bitter spray
specifically used for these needs in a pet store. Spray all the items that you want to protect from your puppy's small, sharp teeth. Be attentive to his behavior when you can. Once you watch his chewing items that he shouldn't, go to him quietly and show him one of his favorite toys. Encourage him to chew the toy instead of the furniture. Reward his verbal
praise and pat on the head for good behavior. Repeat these quick and easy steps until your puppy learns that your toys are the only items that you can chew on. During teething it is advisable to buy special teething toys for dogs. They are very useful in the process of growing your pet's teeth. How to teach a German Shepherd not to bite german Shepherd
puppies are playful and full of energy. The way they played with others their litter when they were with their mother just as they want to play with you and your family. The game is a natural skill for German sheep cubs that do not require training. These are the moments when you sit quietly on the couch or on the floor and your puppy jumps on you and tries
to feather on your fingers, feet and sometimes clothes. They play, but it's up to you to set boundaries as their dog mother will, and it did when your puppy was still with her. It's up to you to set your own limits. Playing with your puppy, have fun and enjoy. It's one of the best ways to get close to it, and it's a bond that will last your whole life. Once your puppy
starts nibbling and biting, take a sudden step, scream and quickly pull your arm, legs, feet, clothes or anywhere your puppy is just nibbling. Pause and count to ten in your head. Then play with your puppy again. If the situation repeats itself, repeat the steps. It may seem too simple, but it works. Just stay calm and over time your puppy learns exactly what
kind of strength and pressure is the right amount to use during the game. Soon it will just bite you to play softly. If you prefer that he dog doesn't even pen, just follow the training tips until no bites are already produced. Great help replaces fingers and toes with one of your favorite toys. Introducing him his toys, you direct him to chew on items that you approve
of, he bites, so he just bite his toys eventually. Teaching your German Shepherd to stay stillThe team to stay in love is one of the most useful skills that you will teach your German puppy Shepherd. How to teach a German Shepherd to stay stillYou can train your puppy to stay in his bed or in a certain place, welcoming guests, watching TV, eating, doing a
quick task, preparing puppy food or many other circumstances. To train him to stay put, follow these steps: Start by placing some treats in your bed or in an area where you would like him to stay in. while he has a natural goodies, tell him to sit down. Reward him with such behavior with verbal treatment or praise. Take a step back and use the verbal
command to stay or stay, etc. If it stays in place, reward it. If the dog leaves the established area, put it back and that's it and start over. Every time you tell him to stay, take another step back. Your goal is to get 10 steps away from him and keep him staying in the right place. Repeat until puppy understands what is required of him. Next time you're watching
TV and don't want him on the couch with you or he's wandering around the house without your supervision, you should use this order to keep it in place. Placing your bed or soft blanket in your living room and telling her to stay while watching news, film or your favorite TV show is a great example of using this command. As a train German Shepherd come by
calling him There will be a time when you will call your puppy to come to you for a variety of reasons. These reasons include eating, drinking, going out to the garden, walking, knowing where it is, not wanting you to come anywhere, calling it in the park, etc. train a puppy to come by calling him, following the steps listed below: First, fill one of your hands with
small treats. Go outside on your patio or where there is an open space, but at the same time it is a fenced area. If you live in an apartment, you can use the room. Keep both hands open straight so that your body resembles a cross figure. At the same time, holding hands, say verbal commands come. (or is). When your dog reaches your feet, quickly give him
a treat and recompose him orally or gently caress him over the head. Repeat until your puppy understands what their proper response should be. The reason you use an open-hand signal for this particular team is that if your dog is away from you in the park or on the street, I can't hear you. But most likely, he will be able to see your gesture with his hands
from afar. Training a German Shepherd to go to it is also helpful when in a dog park you call your puppy to come to you to go home or keep you away from some dogs that can be aggressive. The reason a verbal command is added is that this situation will be reproduced many times and it is not always necessary for the body to signal to open the hands. Just
utter a verbal command and your puppy will work. The team come very useful if your puppy is lost. Sometimes puppies can get scared and scared because they can't find their way home. They can hide in shrubs or other areas that are difficult to see. But if you use a come command and your puppy is nearby, chances are he will come out of hiding. Train
your dog so you don't bark if you don't need German Shepherd big watchdogs, so you don't want to train him against this good instinct. It is his natural instinct, and that is how he shows his devotion to his family. However, if your German Shepherd cub barks for no reason, this is the time when you want to teach him not to bark. First, you have to find out if
there are any objects that cause them to bark. Sometimes even a curtain flowing in the wind can cause a barking session. Remove all these stimuli or moving objects and cause barking. Then allow your puppy to befriend the stimulus and object if it can't be removed. Place the reward next to the object and encourage the puppy with a soft tone to achieve
treatment. Repeat until your puppy is familiar with the object and no longer cares about it and focuses only on treatment. If your puppy continues to bark continuously, it is advisable to visit a veterinarian for a check-up and rule out any health problems. In short, learning the German Shepherd requires patience and perseverance. Although German Shepherds
are known as one of the smartest dog breeds in the world, each dog learns at its own pace. As a dog owner, you want to focus, praise and reward only the good things your German Shepherd does. It's not easy to ignore all the mistakes, but it's important that you ignore them completely. German Shepherds are looking for the attention of their owners and if
they give them positive or negative attention the same for them. They get the attention that is their goal. However, they know that behavior that doesn't get attention is best not to repeat it in the future. You may also be interested in a white German Shepherd Adapt German Shepherd Puppy Health manual adiestramiento pastor aleman pdf. manual de
adiestramiento canino pastor aleman. manual de adiestramiento canino pastor aleman pdf. manual de adiestramiento pastor aleman pdf
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